Immerse yourself in the Spanish language and culture for a month, accompanied by expert guides who take care of all the logistics.

An **authentic, curated** travel experience rooted in **experiential learning** and **personal enrichment**, ideal for...

**EARLY PROFESSIONALS | POST GRADS | UNDERGRADS | GAP YEAR TRAVELERS**

**Dates:** May 24–June 24, 2022

**Program includes:**
- Full room and board with local families in Granada
- Excursions to Madrid, Toledo, Córdoba, and the Mediterranean coast + a free weekend to explore
- Daily cultural activities and social outings in Granada
- Cultural presentations by local experts
- Group meetups and personalized language coaching (6 hours per week) with program coordinators
- 24-hour on-site support

**WHO WE ARE**

**Beyond Language Immersion** is a nonprofit organization formed by two university Spanish instructors with a passion for linguistic and cultural immersion. **Holly**, a native of Delaware, and **Darío**, a native of Granada, Spain, have more than a decade of experience leading study abroad programs in Spain. They began this project to broaden the reach of immersion experiences and create opportunities for individuals seeking personal enrichment beyond the traditional study abroad framework. Darío and Holly serve as on-site program coordinators and accompany the group throughout the entire month.

**We’ll show you how to live like a local.**